Data on the genetic structure of tree and shrub populations on the continental scale have accumulated dramatically over the past decade. However, our ability to make inferences on the impact of the last ice age still depends crucially on the availability of informative palaeoecological data. This is well illustrated by the results from a recent project, during which new pollen fossil maps were established and the variation in chloroplast DNA was studied in 22 European species of trees and shrubs. Species exhibit very different levels of genetic variation between and within populations, and obviously went through very different histories after Ice Ages. However, when palaeoecological data are non-informative, inferences on past history are difficult to draw from entirely genetic data. On the other hand, as illustrated by a study in ponderosa pine, when we can infer the species' history with some certainty, coalescent simulations can be used and new hypotheses can be tested.
INTRODUCTION
In 1959, Ernst Mayr derisively referred to the theoretical population genetics work of Wright, Fisher and Haldane as 'beanbag genetics' (Mayr 1959 (Mayr , 1963 . In Mayr's eyes a coherent and mathematically rigorous theory of population genetics had been obtained at the cost of ecological and genetic realism and, worse, had led researchers to address questions of dubious biological relevance. As Felsenstein's spirited and amusing overview of the history of population genetics shows, there was undoubtedly more than a grain of truth in Mayr's assertion (Felsenstein 1999 , see also Ewens 1993 . In part owing to the lack of data, theoretical population genetics indeed started to acquire a life of its own in the 1960s, with minimal connections to ecological and experimental population genetics. As a consequence, models often relied on many questionable assumptions. However, as pointed out by Felsenstein, this situation changed drastically in the 1980s with the accumulation of molecular data, and population genetics shifted from a theory-driven field to one driven by data analysis.
This change in emphasis was followed by a no less important conceptual shift from the forward-looking view of Haldane, Fisher and Wright (using recurrence equations and analysing the approach to equilibrium) to the backward-looking view of the coalescent (Ewens 1990) . A coalescent is the lineage of alleles in a sample traced backwards in time to their MRCA allele. Kingman (1982) first provided a mathematical description of the coalescent process for n genes sampled within a single population, the so-called n-coalescent. The n-coalescent was not inherently different from the forward-looking approach, as both modelled the same processes. But the coalescent emphasizes the role of mutation in creating variation and is more amenable to the analysis of non-equilibrium conditions and of the many sequences that would start to accumulate in the 1990s. In addition, the coalescent highlights a few striking features of gene genealogies that have profound implications for data interpretation (see Nordborg (2001) for a recent review).
First, the n-coalescent made obvious the intrinsic high variability of gene genealogies. The coalescence times are drawn from an exponential distribution, with a mean determined by the 'effective population size'. This implies that, for a given effective population size, one gene can have a much longer or much shorter genealogy than another, i.e. reveal a very different history (figure 1). Because a single, non-recombinating piece of DNA (such as mtDNA or cpDNA, which have been the markers of choice in intraspecific phylogeography), allows us to retrieve a single realization of the genealogical process, the value of this single genealogy for demographic inference can be, in general, debatable. Second, for a constant population size, half of the genealogy can, on average, be attributed to the last coalescent event. That is, for much of the time after the MRCA, only two branches are present in the tree (figure 2), so that mutations that occur along these branches will have the greatest impact on the distribution of the variation in the sample. Finally, a final feature worth noting here is that if a sample of n genes is taken from a population, the MRCA of these n genes coincides with that of the whole population with Figure 1 . Three realizations of the standard coalescent process for a sample of 10 genes when the population size is constant. Note the variability in tree length. Figure 2 . A hypothetical coalescent genealogy of a sample of size 6 when the population size is constant. The lengths of the coalescent intervals, t 6 through t 2 , are drawn in proportion to their expected values. Note that t 2 is expected to be half of the total height when the sample size n → ϱ. probability (n Ϫ 1)/(n ϩ 1). For example, if the six lineages depicted in figure 2 form a population, a random choice of two alleles has a one-third probability of tracing to the MRCA of the entire population. Consequently, at least for constant population size, it should be more valuable to increase the number of genes, than the number of individuals, when estimating population parameters. The former will average out the variability among genes whereas the latter will add little resolution because it will basically amount to adding small external branches to the tree (figure 2). We note, however, that this result should not be used uncritically. For example, when making inferences on past demographics, a sampling covering all the main areas of the natural range of a species may be necessary to sample rare variants, whose proportion is used in some test statistics as an indication of past population growth or selection (Ptak & Przeworski 2002 In a certain sense, the argument started by Mayr in 1963 has survived to this day. Practitioners of phylogeography, the use of estimated gene genealogies to study the geographical history and structure of populations and species, tend to view their own field of enquiry as developing apart from, if not against, 'classical' population genetics (Petit et al. 2001; Knowles & Maddison 2002) . Phylogeography would be the realm of pragmatic, ecologically realistic, historical re-constructions whereas population genetics would be the domain of abstract and fundamental disputes on the relative importance of mutation, recombination, selection, drift and migration in evolution, largely ignoring the contingencies introduced by historical events.
In truth, the most significant difference between many, if not most, practitioners of intraspecific phylogeography and population geneticists, particularly students of coalescent theory, lies in their appreciation of the amount of historical information that can be retrieved from extant polymorphism, especially when data come from a single locus, or more precisely, from a single gene genealogy or gene tree. Whereas the former group tends to be overly optimistic (see e.g. Hewitt 2000, p. 908: 'Population bottlenecks are inferred by mismatch comparisons, aspects of demography and phylogeography can be discerned by nested clade analysis, and spanning haplotype networks can reveal both demographics and geographic history. These are now being applied effectively to human populations.'), the latter group tends to be far more cautious (Nordborg 2001, see below; Hudson & Turelli 2003) .
It is true that in the expectation, a gene tree does capture the main historical events (bottlenecks, population splits, etc. …) that the population experienced. However, when the variability around the expectation is considered, drawing conclusions on population history from single gene genealogies can be problematic because, as the coalescent clearly shows, a single gene genealogy is a single realization of an extremely variable process. Hence, a single gene genealogy is equivalent to a sample of size of one drawn from a large and diverse population no matter how many individuals we sample, and there is still only a single underlying genealogy to estimate. It could of course be that this single genealogy contains a lot of information about the interesting aspect of the evolutionary process, but if it does not, then our sample will be as good as one would normally expect from a sample of size one (Nordborg 2001, p. 182 )! In addition, the aim of population geneticists is generally to estimate population parameters (such as the time to the MRCA, the time at which a population started growing or the scaled mutation parameter, ) using formal statistical models, rather than simply drawing a tree between the sampled genes. In that case, the tree relating randomly sampled genes is interesting because it informs us about the demographic history (Stephens 2001) . This distinction between estimating the gene genealogy and making inference about the population is crucial but is not always clear. Nonetheless, it should be obvious that in phylogeography we are seldom interested in the former, always in the latter. The whole purpose of phylogeography is, after all, the reconstruction of the population history, not the study of the gene genealogy of a specific segment of DNA! The only case when the history of a particular locus would be interesting is when selection is involved. But we usually start by assuming that the gene under study is neutral (even when there is mounting evidence that this is unlikely to be the case, e.g. Drosophila mtDNA (Hudson & Turelli 2003) ).
Until recently, most coalescent-based computer programs could only accommodate fairly simple demographic models, and, under these circumstances, phylogeographers (like morphologists before them (Felsenstein 1999) ) could be forgiven for concluding that population genetics was of little use to them. This is, however, quickly changing; new coalescent-based computer programs are far more versatile than their predecessors and two recent articles well illustrate how a bridge between the two fields could be built (Knowles & Maddison 2002; Wakeley 2004) . Wakeley (2004) , for instance, assessed under which demographic circumstances the drawing of demographic inferences from single gene genealogies would be reasonable. He concluded that 'at the intraspecific level, roughly speaking, the circumstances favourable to using inferred gene trees are those in which random genetic drift is relatively unimportant compared to non-equilibrium factors like the splitting of populations'. But, how can we, a priori, tell these two situations apart? More generally, as coalescent-based estimates are obtained by conditioning on a given population history, which historical situations are plausible? That is where palaeoecological data enter the picture.
In plants it is sometimes possible to know, from a network of fossil records spanning the past 15 kyr, whether a single gene genealogy is likely to be informative or not, and what were the main historical events that the population experienced since the LGM. For instance, the fossil pollen records provide a fairly good picture of the history of thermophilous species such as oaks since the LGM (Brewer et al. 2002) . Oaks were confined to three main southern European refugia during the LGM: the Iberian peninsula; the Balkans; and Italy. They left these as climate became warmer and they reached Scandinavia 6 ka (Brewer et al. 2002; Taberlet & Cheddadi 2002) . Once they had left the glacial refugia, which were probably isolated, and went through bottlenecks, the population sizes grew rapidly and it is safe to assume that random genetic drift was relatively unimportant compared with non-equilibrium factors like the splitting of populations. Alternatively, other species, such as birches, pines, spruces or willows are cold tolerant and were apparently able to survive the LGM at much higher latitudes. In birches or willows, the fossil pollen record provides very little information on possible LGM refugia and on the fate of the populations after the LGM, and all reliable information might have to come from serendipitous finds of macrofossils (Willis et al. 2000; Stewart & Lister 2001; Birks 2003 ). As we shall see, in the absence of a fossil record, it will be very difficult to make any inference from genetic data alone and it will be difficult to justify the use of a specific demographic model in coalescent-based inferences. Hence, at the bottom of many phylogeographical inferences, there is implicitly, if not explicitly, a close interplay between the information provided by the fossil record and the information provided by genetics.
We shall now try to illustrate this implicit or explicit interplay between the fossil record and the genetic data. First we shall give an overview of what has been inferred on the impact of Ice Ages on forest trees and shrubs from genetic data and the fossil record. For this we will draw heavily from a recent project, involving seven European research groups, during which new fossil pollen maps were established (EU Project CYTOFOR, unpublished data) and the variation in cpDNA was studied in 22 species of trees and shrubs (Petit et al. 2003) . The main conclusion from this comparison is that species exhibit very different levels of genetic variation between and within populations and probably went through very different postglacial histories. We will then show, using the same dataset, that when the pollen fossil record is non-informative, conclusions on putative refugia and colonization routes are difficult to draw solely from genetic data. Finally, we will present an example from North America and show that when palaeoecological information allows a fairly good sketch of the species' recent history and when the species' history fulfils the requirements spelled out by Wakeley (2004) , new hypotheses can be tested when analysing the genetic data.
DIFFERENT SPECIES, DIFFERENT HISTORIES
Since the pioneering work of Huntley & Birks (1983) , pollen fossil maps have been continuously upgraded for many European species. Keeping in mind the limitations due to extensive pollen dispersal in some species (Birks 2003) , the resolution is now sufficient to infer the pace and direction of postglacial re-colonization of some species to a satisfying degree of accuracy. This is the case, for instance, for Quercus (Brewer et al. 2002) . Unfortunately, for species such as birch or willow, the fossil pollen record is much less informative, and can even be rather misleading in the absence of macrofossils (Birks 2003) . As stated in § 1, such discrepancies between these temperate species are in part related to the location of their glacial refugia that represent the starting points of the postglacial migrational process. Both fossil pollen (figure 3) and macrofossils (Willis et al. 2000) indicate, for instance, that birch and alder (figure 3a,b) survived at higher latitudes than oaks (figure 3c), in areas where a supply of moisture was available from the summer melting of ice. Oak trees, on the other hand, were not able to survive in such areas during the last glacial maximum because they are not as cold tolerant as birch or alder. Thus, cold-tolerant species of genera such as Betula, Alnus, Populus and Salix apparently had more scattered and northerly glacial refugia, close to the ice cap in some cases, than other more warmth-demanding deciduous temperate species. The difference between, for instance, birches and oaks in postglacial re-colonization pattern was also magnified by the different dynamics of these two species. Birches started recolonizing northern latitudes quite early and therefore encountered few hinderances to their rapid migration northwards. They also have a much shorter generation time than oaks.
In parallel to the establishment of a new generation of pollen fossil maps, genetic data from several woody angiosperms were gathered across Europe, using standardized sampling and molecular screening methods (Petit et al. 2003) . Briefly, about 10 individuals per species were sampled according to a standard procedure in 25 European forests selected on the basis of their high species richness and limited human influence. Polymorphism in the cp genome was assessed in all 22 species by using PCR-RFLP to screen for indels and point mutations in regions amplified by universal primers and automated DNA sequencers to identify variation in the number of repeat units in cp microsatellite regions. For each species, polymorphism was measured by genetic diversity and number of haplotypes; the degree of subdivision among population was assessed with Nei's coefficient of gene differentiation, G ST (Nei 1987, p. 190; table 1; Petit et al. 2003) . A new generation of fossil pollen maps was also constructed. Some general conclusions emerge when the 22 species are analysed jointly. First, population differentiation is higher than average among Corsica, Italy and the Balkans (figure 4). Second, both mean number of haplotypes and gene diversity were higher than average in central France, southern Germany and Slovakia, whereas the southernand northern-most populations generally had low or average diversity, with the exception of southwestern Sweden (figure 5).
However, this general conclusion conceals important differences between species. This is indicated by the correlations between the pattern of divergence of individual species and the pattern of divergence for all species combined, excluding that particular species (r D ) and the same correlation for allelic richness (r H ; table 1): in both cases, the correlation is non-significant in about half of the cases (11/22 and 8/21, respectively). Because the 22 species involved in this study were chosen to represent variants in an array of life-history traits (e.g. seed dispersal and pollination modes, cold tolerance, see table 1), the resulting diversity in genetic patterns is perhaps not surprising; as the fossil record had already suggested, 'plant communities are impermanent assemblages resulting from the individualistic behaviour of taxa in response to environmental changes' (Bennett 1997 
DEPARTING SPECIES: BETULA, SALIX AND OTHERS
What was possibly more surprising was the fairly high number of species that did not fit the average patterns of divergence and diversity. Furthermore, this lack of fit seems to have had very different causes. For instance, neither sallow (Salix caprea) nor silver birch (Betula pendula) fit the average pattern, but S. caprea is characterized by very many haplotypes and a complete absence of geographical structure (Palmé et al. 2003a) , whereas the number of haplotypes in B. pendula is limited but rare haplotypes allow the delineation of different areas (Palmé et al. 2003b) . The lack of structure in S. caprea may reflect both extensive gene flow through seeds and introgression (as also in Rubus sp.), whereas the resulting pattern in B. pendula (figure 6) may simply be a consequence of the presence of more northerly and more scattered refugia than were available to other species, such as oaks, which were confined to Spain, Italy and the Balkans during the LGM. Interestingly, the genetic structure of heather (Calluna vulgaris) was similar to that observed in birch and the explanation outlined here could also apply to it (Rendell & Ennos 2002) .
Unfortunately, in most of these cases, a descriptive analysis of the haplotypes' distribution and limited inferences on post-glacial history seem to be the only available options because the fossil record provides very limited information on putative refugia and colonization routes for most species. Of course, this does not imply that nothing is learned from these studies. Undoubtedly, interesting conclusions can still be drawn from the distribution of cp genetic variation of Betula as follows: But this is still a long way from a satisfying reconstruction of the species history since the LGM.
THE FOSSIL RECORD PROVIDES A DEMOGRAPHIC SITUATION
In North America there has been no integrated attempt to compare phylogeographical with palaeoecological results across several species to nearly the same extent as seen in Europe. This is partly because of the difficulty of access to some parts, but some regional comparisons have been made in several areas (Avise 1992; Soltis et al. 1997) . In montane forest trees there is a clear east-west biogeographical separation in Western USA, seen across several species such as Douglas fir, lodgepole pine, whitebark pine and ponderosa pine (Critchfield 1984a; Richardson et al. 2002) .
In ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Laws), the combination of biogeographical, pollen and macrofossil (packrat middens) evidence shows a relatively simple history through the Wisconsin (last) glaciation, with the species being separated into two populations followed by recent secondary contact. Two varieties are recognized-P. p. var. ponderosa in the Sierra Nevada and inland Northwest, and P. p. var. scopulorum, present in the interior Rockies and the mountain islands of the desert southwest (figure 7). These two varieties are separated through much of their combined range by the Great Basin in the south and by the northern Rockies of Idaho, Wyoming and Montana. But they come into contact in a small region of westcentral Montana (Conkle & Critchfield 1988) although hand pollinations suggest that some barrier to gene exchange may be present (Critchfield 1984b) . Pine pollen can be difficult to identify to species, so the pollen record for the western USA is not complete, and exact locations of refugia are still not known with certainty. However, the combination of pollen and packrat middens data suggests that the contact zone was established very recently after the Wisconsin glaciation. Barnosky et al. (1987) report ponderosa pine pollen appearing ca. 7 ka in the sediment cores taken from lakes in southwest Washington. Bettancourt et al. (1990) and Thompson (1990) report that ponderosa pine macrofossils are not found in packrat middens north of Arizona aged more than ca. 10 ka. Virtually no inter-mixing of the two varieties by seed movement has taken place, even within the contact zone. Maternally inherited mtDNA reveals no shared haplotypes between Eastern and Western varieties outside of an extremely narrow contact zone only 10 km wide (Johansen & Latta 2003) . Further regional subdivisions within each variety are seen, with similarly sharp boundaries (Johansen & Latta 2003) . Some gene exchange by pollen movement has occurred within the contact zone, with analysis of paternally inherited cpDNA showing a cline ca. 100 km long, 10-fold that of mtDNA (Latta & Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (2004) Mitton 1999). However, although pollen movement is demonstrably the main agent of gene flow in ponderosa pine, this does not extend to most of the species' range, and the organellar DNA clearly captures the major historical division in this species (figure 7). Nuclear loci, alternatively, although showing significantly different allele frequencies between the varieties at several loci (figure 7), do not reveal nearly as great a level of genetic divergence (Niebling & Conkle 1990; Latta & Mitton 1999) . This clearly cannot be ascribed to gene flow through pollen because of the sharp divergence of paternally inherited cpDNA. The nuclear allozyme patterns are also consistent with a historical division. Coalescence theory predicts that if a few independent populations are present, there should be a high variability among loci in the degree of subdivision they reveal (Robertson 1975 ). This prediction is easy to test empirically. Allozyme data were available for two regions within the range of the western variety (P. p. var. ponderosa), as well as from the interior variety (P. p. var. scopulorum) (Niebling & Conkle 1990 ). The level of divergence is greater between the varieties than within either (both comparisons involved approximately the same geographical distance), but, more importantly, it is clearly more variable among loci (Latta & Mitton 1999) , as predicted by coalescence theory. Integrating the organellar with the nuclear findings can be accomplished by using coalescent simulations (Hudson 1990 ). The fairly simple species history suggested by the pollen record provides a framework for the simulations; an ancestral population was separated into two daughter populations at time in the past. For all combinations of (measured in generations) and effective population size (N e ), the distribution of allelic or haplotype frequencies expected in the sample can be derived quickly (Latta et al. 2004) . For Ͻ 2N e , the fixed differences seen at organellar haplotypes fall in the tail of the simulated distribution. Therefore we can reject any hypothesis with Ͻ 2N e at less than 5% probability. On the other hand, the distribution of Wright fixation index, F ST , across allozyme loci is significantly different from the simulated distribution for Ͼ 2N e . It would therefore appear that the two varieties of ponderosa pine have been separate for a time, in generations, roughly equal to twice their effective population size. Simulations assuming smaller effective population sizes (less than 10 000) were only consistent with observations by assuming an implausibly high mutation rate for allozymes. These simulations suggest that ponderosa pine did not go through a pronounced bottleneck during the Wisconsin glaciation, and, since Ϸ 2N e , the varieties appear to have been separated for over 10 000 generations (more than 250 kyr).
The combination of coalescent simulations, genetic surveys and explicit species history from biogeographical and pollen evidence thus makes it possible to arrive at a fairly complete accounting of the forces shaping genetic variation in ponderosa pine. In spite of the sharp contrast between organellar and nuclear loci, the coalescent model does not invoke selection. This is not to argue for a panneutralist interpretation of genetic variation as adaptation will undoubtedly play a role in shaping genetic variation. We recognize that inferences drawn on the assumption of neutrality must be treated with caution (Ford 2002) . However, what the simulations demonstrate is that the patterns can apparently be explained without the need to invoke strong selective pressures, and therefore do not present strong evidence for such selection. That it is possible to explain the seemingly opposite inferences about gene flow derived from nuclear versus organellar markers (figure 7) within a simple historical context highlights the following:
(i) the inherent variability of the coalescent (Hudson & Turelli 2003) ; and (ii) the different rates of divergence at organellar and nuclear loci.
Because ponderosa pine is a hermaphrodite, the difference in effective population size between nucleus and organelles is only twofold. So at migration/drift equilibrium the difference between the two is expected to be relatively minor. Nevertheless, Palumbi et al. (2001) showed that, under complete separation, organelles will reach this equilibrium much faster than nuclear markers, whereas stochasticity further blurs the difference (Hudson & Turelli 2003) . More complex histories could of course be simulated, but simplicity of the model is an important criterion when selecting among competing hypotheses (Knowles & Maddison 2002) . Fine-scale details, such as the precise location of glacial refugia, are obscured in a simple model, but the ability to integrate multiple lines of evidence lends strength to the interpretation presented here.
CONCLUSION
In the present paper we briefly reviewed some recent work on the impact of Ice Ages on the genetic structure of trees and shrubs. We purposely focused on intraspecific genetic variation and on the impact of the LGM because more long-term inferences are so far limited and highly speculative (Tzedakis et al. 2002) . We also concentrated on the impact on demography as inferred from organellar genomes. This is simply because these have been the markers of choice in most phylogeographical studies, not because we believe that they are more informative or Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (2004) valuable. As we showed in § 1, they do have strong inherent limitations, the main one being that they are equivalent to a single locus. While organellar genomes will remain useful tools in the future, polymorphism at nuclear markers will become increasingly important. Owing to recombination, many realizations of the demographic process can be retrieved with nuclear markers, reducing the variability of the estimates of population parameters. In addition, if polymorphism at many loci is assessed it can serve as 'background' for the detection and analysis of loci of adaptive significance. The impact of the last Ice Ages on adaptation has remained largely unexplored, at the molecular level at least (Davis & Shaw 2001) , but there too the impact of genome projects and the accompanying availability of molecular markers for a large range of species will soon be felt.
Regarding the impact of the LGM on neutral genetic structure and inferences on demographics, much progress has been made since the first continental studies of genetic variation at molecular markers in forest trees (Cwynar & MacDonald 1987; Lagercrantz & Ryman 1990) . If, in most cases, much remains to be discovered, we now have a good sketch of what happened to a host of woody plant species since the LGM. The most striking feature of the emerging picture is perhaps the diversity of patterns. In other words, species attributes and historical contingencies make general predictions based on simple genetic models largely irrelevant.
The second important point that emerges from our review is of a more methodological character. Most 'classical' phylogeography makes an implicit use of the fossil record. For example, a high genetic diversity has traditionally been used to identify the location of putative glacial refuges. Using this line of reasoning, the data of the multispecies project presented in § 2 (Petit et al. 2003) would have led us to locate the glacial refugia of many species in regions of Central Europe. Although this would be patently silly for thermophilous species like oaks, it may have seemed sensible for more cold-tolerant species such as willows or birches. Instead we chose to interpret the areas of high variability as the result of postglacial merging of populations migrating from different glacial refugia in the Mediterranean region, because palaeoecological data suggest that most species involved in the study were not in those putative refugia during the last glacial maximum. Coalescent-based analysis, by contrast, uses palaeoecological data in a more explicit way: all parameters characterizing the population history are estimated conditional on a given demographic model based on palaeoecological data. So, apart from taking into account the stochasticity of both the evolutionary and sampling processes (the first one being simply ignored in 'classical' phylogeographical methods, see Knowles & Maddison (2002) ), a coalescent-based analysis also explicitly reflects the uncertainty attached to our knowledge of past climate. This may be perceived as a weakness, but it is, at any rate, better than avoiding the explicit statement of what is assumed. In addition, as we saw in the case of Betula, an uninformative pollen record also curtails the conclusions that can be drawn from the genetic data, independently of the type of analysis that is done.
So, what is the future of phylogeographical studies? Probably, studies based on organellar genomes will continue unabated: they are relatively easy to do and undoubtedly provide good hints on what went on. In some cases, a more extensive coverage of the natural range is obviously needed to draw meaningful conclusions on the impact of the Ice Ages. For instance, phylogeographical studies on European species often do not include any populations from Eastern Europe and Russia. Whereas the outlines and ages of the LGM's Scandinavian and British ice sheets are well established (Peltier 1994) , the extent of glaciation of northwestern Russia and eastern Siberia during the LGM is still debated (Clark & Mix 2002) . In northwestern Russia the extent of glaciation was apparently less than predicted earlier, making the areas that could serve as refugia to cold-tolerant species during the LGM larger. The Russian plains have already been suggested as refugia for some forest tree species (e.g. Picea abies; Lagercrantz & Ryman 1990 ) but clearly more studies are needed to assess the part played by this vast area during the LGM. Organellar DNA will, of necessity, also play the main part in ancient DNA studies. In plants these studies are still in their infancy and the first step will be to overcome technical difficulties and establish reproducible methods of DNA extraction and analysis. Hence, while ancient DNA will contribute to qualitative inferences on past demographics, it will not constitute an alternative to the analysis of contemporary DNA for years to come. Furthermore, ancient organellar DNA has the same limitations as contemporary organellar DNA (absence of recombination), leaving no alternative but the analysis of contemporary nuclear DNA if one aims at statistically meaningful estimates of past demographics. This is not an easy task but the rewards are certainly worth the effort. In addition to providing better estimates of population parameters, the analysis of nuclear markers, if combined with the analysis of the sequence of candidate genes, can also help link phylogeography studies to studies of adaptation. Decades of observations have shown that forest trees are characterized by steep latitudinal gradients in life-history traits such as budburst or budset, and we are now in a position to start investigating the molecular basis of this strong pattern of local adaptation and how it relates to the post-glacial history of the species. Never before have we been in a better position to carry out Mayr's programme with the rigor aimed at by Haldane, Wright and Fisher.
